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Green – PSD overview, Mars Exploration
Schurr – Discovery, New Frontiers, Outer Planets
Rall – R&A overview
Bussey – HEO Status and Plans
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Mission events
Passed FY15 Budget elements
President’s FY16 Budget
Mars Program Status
PSD Investments in International Missions
Astrophysics Telescope Usage Update
Community Challenge

Planetary Science Missions Events
2014
July – Mars 2020 Rover instrument selection announcement
* Completed
nd
August 6 – 2 Year Anniversary of Curiosity Landing on Mars
September 21 – MAVEN inserted in Mars orbit
October 19 – Comet Siding Spring encountered Mars
September – Curiosity arrives at Mt. Sharp
November 12 – ESA’s Rosetta mission lands on Comet Churyumov–Gerasimenko
December 2/3 – Launch of Hayabusa-2 to asteroid 1999 JU3
2015
March 6 – Dawn inserted into orbit around dwarf planet Ceres
Early April – MESSENGER spacecraft impacts Mercury
May – Europa instrument Step 1 selection
July 14 – New Horizons flies through the Pluto system
August – Discovery 2014 Step 1 selection
2016
March – Launch of Mars missions InSight and ESA’s ExoMars Trace Gas Orbiter
March – Europa instrument Step 2 selection
July – Juno inserted in Jupiter orbit
July – ESA’s Bepi Colombo launch to Mercury
September – Discovery 2014 Step 2 selection
September – InSight Mars landing
September – Launch of Asteroid mission OSIRIS – REx to asteroid Bennu
September – Cassini begins to orbit between Saturn’s rings & planet

Planetary Budget

Passed FY15 Appropriations Bill
• Planetary Total Budget: $1,438M
• $255.8M for Planetary Science Research, including $165.4M for Research
and Analysis and $40M for Near Earth Object Obs;
• $255M for Discovery, including not less than $25M for Future Discovery
Missions;
• $286M for New Frontiers, including not less than $5M for Future New
Frontiers Missions and $224.8M for OSIRIS-REx;
• $305M for Mars Exploration, including not less than $100M for a Mars
2020 Rover that meets scientific objectives laid out in the most recent
Planetary Science decadal survey;
• $181M for Outer Planets, including not less than $100M for a Jupiter
Europa mission as described in the House report; and
• $155M for Technology, including $18M for technologies for the study and
characterization of the surface and subsurface of Europa

President’s FY16 Budget Request
($M)
[-------------------------------Notional-------------------------------]

Planetary Budget Features: What’s Changed
• Initiates formulation for a mission to Jupiter’s moon Europa, to
explore the most likely host of current life beyond Earth
• Releases the next New Frontiers AO in 2016
• Maintains Stirling technology development to support future
radioisotope power systems
• Establishes the Planetary Missions Program Office at MSFC to
manage Discovery, New Frontiers, JUICE and Europa flight projects
• Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter and Opportunity rover not funded
in 2016 budget given higher priorities
– Will reassess condition and cost of maintaining LRO and Opportunity this
summer

• Increase in funding for Near Earth Object Observation Program to
accelerate hazardous asteroid detection and characterization
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Planetary Budget Features: What’s the Same
• Continues development of InSight and OSIRIS-REx missions for
launches in 2016
• Continues development work on STROFIO, MOMA, and JUICE
instruments in collaboration with ESA missions to Mercury, Mars and
Jupiter, respectively, as well as on-going operations of Rosetta and
Mars Express with ESA and planned operations of Akatsuki and
Hayabusa-2 with JAXA.
• Supports Planetary missions with mission operations and navigation
tools, data archiving, and sample curation
• Continues supporting research and technology selections and awards,
and maintains DOE capabilities to produce radioisotope power
generators and the Plutonium-238 to fuel them
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Mars Exploration

Curiosity Arrives at Mt. Sharp

Seeking signs of life:
Mars 2020 Rover

PSD Investments in International Missions

ESA Lead
Missions

ESA

 Rosetta mission (3 full instruments, part of another)
 ALICE, MIRO, and IES : dynamics of comet C-G: how it develops its coma
and tails, and how its chemicals interact with each other, and with
radiation and the solar wind
 Significant portion of the electronics package for ROSINA
 BepiColombo mission (1 instrument in the Italian Space Agency’s instrument suite)
 the Jupiter Icy Moon Explorer (JuIcE) mission (1 instrument and parts of two others)
 A US guest investigator program will be initiated closer to the 2022 Launch date
 Mars Express mission
 ASPERA-3
 MARSIS – With the Italian Space Agency
 Radio relay systems to make sure that different spacecraft operate together
 Hardware contribution to the energetic neutral atoms analyzer instrument
 Backup tracking support from DSN during critical mission phases
 Orbit-ground communications package on the Trace Gas Orbiter (to be launched in 2016)
 A part of the DLR/Mars Organic Molecule Analyzer instruments going onboard the ExoMars
Rover (to be launched in 2018).

ESA
M4
 August 2014 – ESA released its call for proposals in the medium-sized mission class
(referred to as M4) as part of its Cosmic Vision program.
 Once again, ESA has been just tremendous in welcoming possible cooperative
proposals with NASA.
 To ensure NASA's knowledge and attention in this opportunity, ESA requested a
statement of interest from NASA to be part of the submitted proposal.
 September 9th, 2014 – Announcement to the planetary science proposing community
through delineating how to obtain a NASA/PSD statement of interest.
 "Proposers desiring such a letter must submit to NASA a brief description of
1. mission concept contemplated,
2. relevance of its science objectives to established NASA planetary science
objectives,
3. contemplated U.S. involvement in the mission to be proposed and,
4. how the U.S. contribution is unique and mission enabling."
 Based on this process PSD delivered several statements of interest to ESA for its M4
Call that closed on January 15th

JAXA
Asteroid Explorer HAYABUSA
 1999JU3
 10% Acquired Samples
 Participating Scientists

Venus Climate Orbiter AKATSUKI
 Deep Space Tracking and Navigation
 Data Analysis
 Long Term Data Archiving
 Participating Scientists

Indian Space Research Organization (ISRO)

NASA & ISRO
• In Sept 2014, ISRO & NASA officially
signed a charter for a Mars Working
Group
• Find ways to collaborate on currently
operating Mars missions
• Explore the possibilities for enhanced
cooperation between the two
countries on future Mars missions

• NASA wants to partner with ISRO
on their next Mars mission

Last Science Community Challenge
• Getting Community to take advantage of the
Astrophysics assets
• Web articles and News announcements
• JWST workshop at DPS 2014
• K2 workshop at DPS 2014 doubled the planetary
proposals
• Spitzer has 5 times more planetary proposals than
last cycle!

Astrophysics Division Telescopes
• HST surveys approved:
– NH KBO (3 found) & Europa plumes
– Hubble DD program to execute every year until the end
of mission.
• A total of 29 orbits/yr for Cycles 22-24, 41 orbits per
Cycle thereafter.
• Two global maps each for Jupiter, Uranus, Neptune &
Saturn (after end of Cassini)

• Ganymede ocean story reached a circulation of ~1B
potential readers in over 800 online news articles,
as reported in a Meltwater News survey
• More planetary proposals to HST are encouraged!

Science Community Challenge!
•
•
•
•

2015 will be a great year for planetary science
Ceres and Pluto will be observed up close!
Anticipate tremendous public interest
PSD CHALLENGE:

– Learn about the critical events from Dawn & NH
– Take every opportunity to discuss with the public
– When giving public talks always discuss Dawn and New
Horizons using material posted
– Be the local community expert

• Approved project material for Dawn and New
Horizons posted on SBAG & OPAG websites
http://www.lpi.usra.edu/sbag/
http://www.lpi.usra.edu/opag/
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Questions?
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